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01.00.33 PICTURE UP 

 

 (OFF CAMERA REMARKS)  

 

 JW:   Last question first - do you have a girl in your life? 

 

01.06.53 TIM BROWN:  Oh, straight to that? (LAUGHS) Wow.  It’s getting warm in here 

(LAUGHS)  

 

 (OFF CAMERA REMARKS)  

 

01.07.06 TIM BROWN:  Michelle Carolyn Rue.  Hope it’s Carolyn, yeah it is.  Michelle, I’ve known 

Michelle for I think three years. Through Beth’s clan. And it’s, would see her maybe a 

couple times a year or something at the parties, like Terry’s birthday party or whatever.  

01.07.29 And, and, you know, she was with someone. And so you know, I never that, as you know 

that’s something that I’ve always avoided - getting involved personally with the families, you 

know, as much as I could. But I just stayed away from it. You know, and (?) always got 

along with her. And, and.  

01.08.01 Then over the last year, I noticed that she was a little more interested. And when we would 

run into each other, it was a little more friendly, a little more flirty, stealing my hat off my 

head, running around with my hat on, things like that. And. I think she likes me.  

01.08.28 And, and one day, actually at Terry’s birthday party, the most recent which is one, not last 

month but a year ago, that actually wound up being a fight in, in Beth’s backyard. And 

Michelle was involved a bit.  

01.08.59 And there was some alcohol involved, and it wasn’t her. She was a victim of it, and actually 

my brother Chris, Chia, got in the middle of it and protected her. And Chia’s a big boy. And 
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when he, when he puts his feathers up, he, he’s hard to knock down. And he protected her. 

And I, I was in the other, out in the front yard. And, and you know, we kind of took care of 

her there.  

01.09.31 And she had been having a hard time in her relationship and, and then a few weeks later, 

Memorial day, she was at my doorstep. A mess. And, and we got to know each other very 

well. And, and she moved out, she was living with the guy and she moved out on her own. 

And that didn't really work out very well.  

01.09.59 Illegal basement apartment, and the, Buildings came and kicked her out, whatever. And the 

timing wound, we wound up saying well, I want to move and I want to move. And well, why 

don't we do this together?  'Cos I couldn’t afford it by myself, she couldn’t. And we said 

well, if we put it together, we can do this and get this beautiful apartment. And, and that’s it. 

We did it. And, and we’ve been in the apartment I guess, or actually living together since 

before Christmas, so 6, 7 months now.  

01.10.33 And as you can see, I’ve put on a little weight. And yeah. She cooks wonderfully. And, and, 

you know, we’re seeing where it goes. We get along on a lot of levels, but being  

 together 24-7, 365 (?) challenges any relationship. And so we’re trying to figure that out. We 

sit next to each other all day long, and I work and she works.  

01.11.02 And wake up together, go to sleep together, together all day long. So. So we have to see. You 

know, we’ve talked about the children issue. And you know, I've made it very clear that I’m 

not starting a family now. To her and, and now she’s been good with that. But we both love 

kids. So we just spent five days with her brother and her niece.  

01.11.33 And she saw how exhausting it is. Her niece is 4. And as much as she loves her, just by the 

end of the day, Michelle is wiped out, just trying to play with her. And so we’ll see, we’ll 

see. She. She may want her niece to come live here. 'Cos things aren’t so good in her niece’s 

home environment. And so we’ll see, you know?  

01.12.01 I don’t know. I don’t know if I’m in the marrying type. I don’t know if I’m meant to be in 

long-term relationships. I mean, friendships, yeah. But something other than that I don’t 

know. I’m not sure if I have it in me. But I sure do like her. And we, you know, if The 

Bravest goes, she has been a big part of it and will become a very big part of it.  
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01.12.33 She’s one of the smartest people I’ve ever met in my life. And she’s worked hard to get our 

stuff up and running, the mobile stuff. And she’s, we’re working on a problem today and 

she’s on it. That even the world (?) wide leading streaming audio company can’t figure it.  

01.13.02 But she’ll figure it out. She will. I have faith in her. Between her and G. 

 

 JW:  What do you admire about her? 

 

01.13.12 TIM BROWN:  The, the most I, I think it’s that. I, I think it’s her intelligence. She’s a very 

bright. She’s also very driven, to, to her own determent. I try to get her to back off. When we 

were in South Carolina visiting her niece, I told her, I mean, I almost like screamed at her.  

01.13.36 Stop it, stop it. Get off your computer. Your 4-year old niece is here, who you’re madly in 

love with. Go play with her. And (?) I really had to like shake it, shake her and stay stop it. 

So I, I admire the, the that she’s so driven. But she also needs to, she doesn’t know how to 

take a break.  

01.14.01 And so we work on that. But it’s hard because she works her job so intensely, and then she 

works on The Bravest so intensely. And, and you know, it’s two full-time jobs trying to do it. 

So, so I guess those, those are the, the big things. You know, she’s beautiful and sexy and, 

and all that. We’ll see, you know?  

01.14.30 I, I’m not one way or the other right now. I really enjoy being around her. And even if things 

didn't work out personally, you know, she’s my pal. And, and I hope that we all do very well 

together. Professionally. No matter what happens, you know?   

 

 JW:  This is a big step? 

 

 TIM BROWN:  Yeah, yeah. Real big (~JW~)  

 

 JW:  This was jokingly since I always ask it as you’re out the door? 

 

01.15.07 TIM BROWN:  (MID-STATEMENT) Yeah, I, I’m you know, it’s good. There are times I 

wish I were single. I, I want to be able to run away with my brother whenever I want. I want 

to be able to run away with my friend, Conway, whenever I want. I want to pick up the phone 
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and say you know, meet me in South Beach, last one there is a rotten egg, and go. And, and, 

and this limits that a bit. You know, there’s somebody else to consider.  

01.15.32 So she also, and she wants to be a part of the boys all the time.  So the, then that doesn’t 

allow the boys to be the boys sometimes. You know?  So we’ll see. She’s got some 

insecurity things. And we’re trying to work on that with her. So and we’ll see. I don’t know, I 

can’t predict it. Don’t know what’s gonna happen to morrow, as my friend, Michael Judge 

said.  

01.16.06 What are your plans for tomorrow? (LAUGHS) that’s what you think. God’s got other plans, 

His plan. So. Don't know. Don't know. She’s a huge part of my life right now. I know that. 

That’s all I know.  Is that enough?  (LAUGHS)  

 

 (OFF CAMERA REMARKS)  

 

01.16.40 TIM BROWN:  I mean, it is what it is right now. She’s, you know, she’s not a city girl. She’s 

trying. (~JW~) She’s trying. We were in, in Newport and she fell in love with Newport. And 

you know, and that’s where she would prefer to be.  

01.17.01 So I don’t know. I want to be in Newport sometimes, I want to be in New York sometimes, I 

want to be in Miami sometimes, you know?  And sometimes I want to be on a snowboard. 

That, that’s why, you know, I don’t know, I’m (?) a very independent person. And I’m not 

sure that that matches up well with (?) a relationship with a woman.   

01.17.36 I’m not saying I’m right or wrong or anything, or (?) she or they are. I’m just, just me, you 

know?  But we’ll see. She wants to get married. (LAUGHS)  I, I don’t see the need, really. 

So.   

01.18.03 It’s complicated, Jim. Complicated. I see, like Tanya and Jenny, you know, in the time that 

I’ve known them and the years that we’ve known each other, and you know, four kids 

between them. And wow. I (?) don’t get it. But. They seem happy. Right?  

 

 JW:  What about The Bravest? 

 

01.18.40 TIM BROWN:  Oh, The Bravest is unbelievable, man. We, we, the, the market for let’s go 

back up. In the last five years, we’ve been supporting The Bravest, barely, through retail of, 
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of merchandise, FDNY merchandise. That, the demand for that has dropped off like it fell off 

a cliff.  

01.19.04 There is no more demand for that. The NYPD merchandise still does very well. But 

everybody’s forgotten about the FDNY, they don’t buy that stuff anymore. So there’s no, 

there’s no market there to support the company.  

 

 JW:  Why do you suppose that is? 

 

01.19.24 TIM BROWN:  Because people forgotten, you know? There’s no real FDNY show on TV, 

Rescue Me, which is a bit cultish. I mean, I think the NYPD does very well because of all the 

different cop shows on TV. And so they, you know, they, there’s still a market there for that 

stuff, but there is not for the FDNY stuff. And we needed to find other revenue streams or we 

had to close up shop, because it, it’s just pouring good money after bad.  

01.20.02 And even though we are very passionate about it and very, it’s very personal for us, it’s still a 

losing venture. That’s gonna take what little money we have from us, if we, if we didn't fix it. 

So Michelle actually helped push very hard for us to get, start making revenue again off 

advertises on our website.  

01.20.34 And it was my project, but she pushed me to do it. And we landed an agreement with a 

subsidiary of 24-7 Real Media, networks which is the largest, one of the largest advertising 

firms on the internet. We called them and, and they (?) said well, we don’t want to take you 

but you know, an affiliate of ours might be interested in you. And we went and spoke with 

them and we signed an agreement with them for two years.  

01.21.07 And they are now managing the advertising on our website. And it looks like we will 

increase our profit by about 800%. And it wasn’t much in the beginning, so but just that fact 

is, is tremendous. And it will give us a, another revenue stream that we did not have.  

01.21.32 So it eases the pressure up on us a little bit, and it, we got a, a very good report this morning 

from them, that you know, we’ll, we can probably make up to $3- or $4000 a month right 

now on it. Which is gonna help so much.  Just to get us out of some bills that we owe. And 

you know, we’ve been close to the edge here for awhile.  

01.21.58 And so this, that’s gonna help us. And, and but that’s still not real money. And what Chris 

has been working on probably now for 2 ½ years is to find a software developer that can 
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write a mobile application for our audio streams. And we went through about 3 different 

companies, the last one which we committed about $10,000 to before they realized they 

couldn’t do it; luckily they gave us our money back and we moved forward happily.  

01.22.40 But we (?) finally found a company in Canada and they wrote a brilliant application for the 

iPhone for us, where you can listen to what will be now 9 streams of the FDNY, including 

EMS, in a scanner which we didn't have before.  

01.23.03 And we’ve been beta testing now on this for maybe 3 months. And it, it works and it’s 

brilliant, but there are some challenges that we’re concerned about, because a previous 

scanner application that went into the iTunes store went to number 2 pretty quickly.  

01.23.27 And from what we understand, that means we’re (?) selling somewhere around 10 or 12,000 

applications per day. We can only handle, with our current architecture set up, we can only 

handle about 400 streams at once. So if we’re selling 10,000 a day, do the math, it’s gonna 

crash us just like that the first time something happens big in New York. So we had to 

improve our hardware-software solution to handle unlimited numbers of people.  

01.24.04 If Sully decides to land a plane in the Hudson again, you know, I know that day measurably 

we had at least 12,000 people on at once. And we know it was much more than that because 

it kind of overwhelmed us. So now we’re going with a company named (Akamai?) who can 

handle a million people for us, if a million people want to come listen.  

01.24.32 And we’re having an issue connecting our stream with them. So we’re, we’ve been working 

on that this morning. It’s been a big maddening trying to figure it out. The good news, 

actually, today is that Apple released iPhone operating system 3.0, which allows us to do 

monthly subscription billing, which they did not allow before. So our financial model 

includes a monthly financial 99 cents a month subscription price.  

01.25.05 So that’s gonna be real helpful to give us a recurring revenue stream. So that happened today. 

That’s very good news. The bad news is we haven’t figured out how to get the stream to 

Akamai, so we’re gonna, delayed again, for you know, the 8th time or whatever, in the 

release. But I mean, we have, we’re trying to do it right. We don’t want to, the widget 

commercial, where you make this thing you think is a great widget. 

01.25.35 And your friends come in and say yeah, that widget’s great. That’s a great idea. We really 

hope you do well with it. And then, when they start selling the widgets, they start selling 

pretty good in the beginning. And then an hour into it, all of a sudden they start selling really 
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well, and then about 3 hours later their machine blows up and they can’t handle it. And their 

business is ruined. So we’re trying to avoid that, if we do get crushed, which I think we’re 

going to.  

01.26.04 We have to be able to (?) to handle it. And we’re not there yet, so we have to be patient, as 

hard as it is. So the, the application is very cool. This is like a, a robust iPhone. With a, an 

extra battery wrapped around it. Let me just get out of the airplane mode here (STOPS)  

 

 (OFF CAMERA REMARKS)  

 

01.27.00 TIM BROWN:  (MID-STATEMENT) and what I’ll do is I’ll just touch it and (?) it’ll go to 

what we call the splash screen. Which is kind of just an introduction with our patch. And, and 

the five mobile company that developed it. We’re, they’re a new company and we’re trying 

to help them get off the ground also. (~JW~). So we’re letting them put their name in there. 

To try and give back to them. And then it flips to this screen which is a map of New York 

City that’s interactive.  

01.27.28 So right now, I don’t know if you can see it. But there’s a little circle spinning there that 

indicates it is trying to connect to the audio stream. Live. So we’ll just give it, it takes  

 about 20 seconds to do that. We have 9 audio streams available on, on this touch screen. It 

just connected. And it goes to, there’s the volume. And it goes green over here so that you 

know you’re positive that you’re connected.  

01.28.01 And, and I just want it to talk here for a second if it will.  

 

 (OFF CAMERA REMARKS)  

 

01.28.08 (RADIO TRAFFIC)  

 

01.28.21 TIM BROWN:   So that’s the live audio stream, it’s, that’s the scanner, that happens to be 

Queens. But the, the listener, or fan, can choose whatever borough they want to listen to. So 

the Bronx, Staten Island, Brooklyn, Queens, and Manhattan is there. So we have all the fire 

frequencies for New York City there, and then this is the scanner, this is FDNY citywide, 

which they talk about all the major events on. And then we also are adding EMS into the 
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mix. We, we’ve never (?) you know, dealt really with the EMS side of it, but there’s a huge 

crowd out there that would like to also listen to EMS. 

 

 JW:  That is? 

 

01.29.08 TIM BROWN:  Emergency, yeah it used to be a separate agency in New York City. It’s now 

a part of the fire department. I, I guess for the last ten years. It’s not that new. But they are 

indeed a part of the fire department, and sometimes you get more information on their 

frequency than you would get on the fire frequency. So, so we’re gonna sell this application 

in the iPhone store, for $2.99 download fee.  

01.29.34 And 99 cents a month. And we’re hoping to get many, many thousands to sign up for it. And, 

and that’ll give us a nice revenue stream to maintain the, the whole, the whole website, which 

includes the news and the newsletter and, and it’s an awful lot of work, a lot of time to do all 

that stuff.  

 

 JW:  Who’s doing all of the work? 

 

01.30.00 TIM BROWN:  I, I, well, I am doing all the content. Chris and Michelle developed the 

mobile with the other company, it was their project. The advertising was my project with 

prodding from Michelle. And you know, we (?) I knew we had to split this all up. And I 

knew that Chris and Michelle had a big passion for the mobile. And that they’re both smarter 

than I am with that.  

01.30.30 And, and I on the other hand, I didn't want to do the advertising, but someone had to do it. 

And so I took that. And that was successful, and the mobile is successful. In, in the 

meantime, I do the newsletter, which it goes out once a week to about 21,000 people, and the 

good thing about that is that we, you do a blurb in the newsletter that’s a link back to your 

website to read the whole article if you would like.  

01.31.00 And when they come back to the webpage, the ads load in. And we get paid every time those 

ads load in. So the newsletter drives our advertising revenue up. It’s also been a, a personally 

very rewarding for me to do that, because we have a very large retired FDNY audience, and 

many of the retired FDNY guys are, are sick, cancer.  
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01.31.28 And, and the like. And we have partnered now with Sloan-Kettering Hospital and with some 

others. Any time there’s a fireman that goes in there that needs blood or platelets, they email 

me. And we send out a blast email to the 20,000 audience. And they told me that the turnout 

is tremendous because of the newsletter. And also that also works for fundraisers for the 

families.  

01.32.02 The reputation now has gotten out there that, that we produce numbers, and I got a very nice 

email, like I keep it in here, from a family member that said that because of our email they 

were able to reach their financial goals for the kids. Where they had been maybe falling back 

a little bit. So personally that’s very rewarding for me.  

01.32.28 I wake up every morning around 5:30 or 6 and, and do the news. Scour all the news - papers 

and, and news stations, television, radio - for anything FDNY, and by about 10 or 11 AM all 

that news of the day about the FDNY is posted. And we also keep an archive of all the news 

articles because we don’t hear about it, and you can’t go back and. 

01.33.01 It’s amazing, like one section of it is called Rescues. And it’s all about New York City 

firemen that rescue people. And if you go look at it, it’s every two or three days, (?) New 

York City firemen are, are saving lives. That, and that’s published, and it actually happens 

more often than that. But this is the news that (?) the news articles about it, and we section 

that off into sections.  

01.33.28 You could actually write a television show out of it, because it’s all there. You could write a 

television show out of major fires and emergencies. We have a section for that. You can read 

the whole history of The Deutche Bank fire that killed two firemen, one of them my friend. 

There’s a section for that. And then there will be a section for live audio. We will, we are 

archiving all the audio, so we’ll be able to pull out major emergencies, such as the plane 

splash in the Hudson.  

01.34.07 And eventually that’ll all be a part of a premium membership, if you want to have access to 

all that extra stuff. So we’re, we’re trying to build a private business that will be profitable, 

that will also tout firemen in New York.  

01.34.31 We’ll also do original articles about rescues and things like that. And that will also support 

the FDNY foundation because they, a bit part of their revenue stream was the merchandising. 

And so the FDNY foundation doesn’t have much money anymore. So we’ve worked with the 
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city. We worked through the marketing company of the city of New York to do the mobile 

application.  

01.35.00 Unfortunately, the lawyers got involved and squashed the whole cooperation thing. But 

allowed us to do it, to move on our own with it. So we made a, a deal with the fire 

department, that we would move forward with this, with their blessing. And that we would 

support the foundation in turn. So if (?) we can make this work, it’s a tremendous win for us 

personally, and also for the New York City fire department.  

01.35.33 And it’s my dream. I’m, as much as I’m retired and out of it, it’s what means the most to me, 

you know, still, and always will. In the name of my friends and, and you know, trying to help 

the guys that are working now as much as we can. And, and the retired guys and the guys 

that are sick. And you know, if we can build this big machine that’s generating cash, there 

are a lot of the good things we can do with that money, you know?   

01.36.01 I’m talking with my friend, Harvey Eisner, about doing, writing a book about what happened 

on September 11th to the FDNY. It’s never been written. A comprehensive, historical book 

on what happened that day. You know, stories of each guy that died, and you know, you 

know, from the coming into work that day, with, they saying good-bye to their family. You 

know, the whole story of what happened to these heroes.  

01.36.28 And we, I mean, we, everyone knows in general that the New York City fire department  

 lost 343. But we don't know the individual stories about them. So we want to create our own 

foundation that will fund this project. And Harvey would lead it, lead the project, and I 

would help him. And I’d get access to people and, and come up with a comprehensive story 

about it.  

 

 JW:  Have you talked with him in the past about it? 

 

01.36.59 TIM BROWN:  It, it’s something we’ve been talking about over the years. We, we may have 

talked (~JW~) about it before. But the, the funding hasn’t been there for it. And you know, 

he knows what we need. You know, he knows we need a, an intern, we need a paid intern, 

and then we need maybe one or two full time people to work on it for a year maybe. He has a 

lot of, he has it all in here. And he knows what needs to be done. He just needs help and 

funding to do it. So I hope that The Bravest can fund that project.  
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01.37.32 And, and tell that story for history’s sake, you know? The, the things we could do with 

money are endless, you know, for, for the fire department, for the families. And. Support the 

memorial, support you know, Lee Ialpi and, and the tribute center. And lot, lots of good stuff 

we could do.  

01.37.59 I, I’d love to be a (?) philanthropist.  I would love that. To have enough money to do that. 

You never know, maybe it’s all right here in this iPhone. Never know.  

 

 (OFF CAMERA REMARKS)  

 

01.38.18 TIM BROWN:  It would be personally very satisfying, very satisfying. I would feel that I’ve 

given back. You know? So. We’ll see, fingers are crossed. It’s gonna happen. It's gonna 

happen.  

 

 JW:  What about the Rudy campaign? 

 

 (OFF CAMERA REMARKS)  

 

 TIM BROWN:  Wow, what a disappointment. What an experience, certainly. But huge 

personal disappointment.  

 

 JW:  Why? 

 

01.39.24 TIM BROWN:  Well, I, I still think we made the wrong choice, I still think the country made 

the wrong choice. But I don’t, I also don’t think that we gave them the opportunity to make 

the right choice. Because you know, Rudy’s numbers were very good, in the beginning. He 

was easily the leader, on the republican side. And, and we succeeded in destroying that 

(LAUGHS) you know?  Our strategy was terrible, terrible.  And. You know, my, my heart 

was in that.  

01.40.02 I’m (?) not, I say I’m not a political guy, yet I run for senate. You know, I know, I know 

politics is where the power comes from and the funding and the rules. That affect the people, 
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that affect people’s lives, that affect our military, that affect our police and fire and our public 

servants.  

01.40.32 So that’s another place I can help. And Rudy is someone who I see gets it. One of the few 

that really gets it, you know? Pete King is another one. Pete King gets it, representative from 

Long Island.  I think John McCain gets it. You know?  But. I think nobody gets it like Rudy 

does, you know?  

01.41.02 And I thought, and I still think, that Rudy as a president would be very good for the people I 

care most about. And what’s important. I mean, that, that, I think someone that was so 

personally devastated like Rudy is someone that understands the seriousness of what has 

happened here.  

01.41.33 And, and I don't think that the other candidates, republican or democrat, get it quite like Rudy 

does. He lost personal friends, almost lost (?) his own life. By fanatical terrorists. And you 

know, the, the guy we have now is, is negotiating and talking with people that want to kill us.  

01.42.03 I guess that’s a different way to look at it. I’m a Reagan guy, I think Rudy’s a Reagan guy. 

Speak softly, carry a big stick. And, and Reagan had great success with that. And I think 

Rudy would be the same way. I think John McCain would have been similar to that, also.  

But for, for me personally to, you know, if Rudy had won, to be able to get into a good 

position with him as a close advisor to the president, I think we could have done great things 

for the fire service.  

01.42.40 And, and for the cops. I think you know, they would have had an open door to the president. 

With Rudy. Certainly they would with me. And I think we could have fixed a lot of things. 

We could have helped a lot – helped them help people.   

01.43.02 And I still (?) hope that Rudy runs for governor here in New York. He’s the leading 

republican for that (?) or for that yeah, nomination now. But we’ve been the leader before 

and we’ve blown it, so. You know, I don’t know. I don't know if he has it in him. He’s 64.  

From what I read out of it, I think he’s positioned (?) positioning himself to do it. I’m not 

sure that he will.  

 

 JW:  Run for governor? 
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01.43.36 TIM BROWN:  Yeah, for governor. And (?) then I, I think that if he decides to go for that, I 

think you might seem him come back and run for president again. And, you know, I know 

that some of his closest advisors believe in a starter campaign before the real campaign. So 

that’s, it’s possible that could have been a starter campaign, and the real campaign is in the 

wings yet.  

01.44.03 I mean, that’s my fantasy, I hope that’s how it would be. But I don’t know. I don’t know. I 

saw him a few weeks ago – he looked great. Relaxed, happy. His legal business is doing very 

well. And you know, he’s back, he’s back to being Rudy again. So he has the energy back, 

maybe he’ll do it.  

01.44.31 I hope. Personally the campaign for me, I, I, it taught me an awful lot, and helped me to grow 

up.  

 

 JW:  How do you mean? 

 

01.44.50 TIM BROWN:  Within myself. With, with my confidence, with my, I’m (?) more 

comfortable in my own skin now. It was a real growing experience for me. I, I think I went 

into the campaign very, very humble, with my hands in my pockets. You know, being the 

new kid and being always underestimating my ability, my own ability, my own strength. And 

my own belief - no actually, other people’s belief in me.  

01.45.29 And what I learned by the end of the campaign was that people were really listening to me a 

lot. And I, I was brought much closer to the mayor in the end. And people that had tried to 

belittle or control me in the campaign were pushed aside, and, and.  

01.45.57 So it gave me personal confidence that I didn’t have. And, and now looking back on it and 

talking with some of the key people around Rudy, it’s really shown me more accurately my 

position in things. I, I think we, we tend to have, you know, you always have that guy on 

your shoulder knocking you down, that voice saying you did this wrong, you did that wrong, 

you can’t do this, you can’t do that. 

01.46.29  And, and you know, that guy you’ve got to give him a swat. And it, it’s healthy for me. It 

gives me more of a real balance in my life. And, and it’s been helpful for Chris also.  That we 

can do this. And it’s given us the confidence to do the mobile and the confidence to do, you 

know, get the revenue from the advertising going and, and that, that we can do this.  
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01.47.00 You know, nobody else is done what we’ve done, nobody’s done The Bravest like we’ve 

done it. Not even close. So why wouldn’t we keep going and do the next step and, and. 

 

 JW:  What gave you the confidence to swat the guy on the shoulder? 

 

01.47.17 TIM BROWN:  I, I think going through the campaign. I think being, watching myself grow 

kind of. I was kind of outside of myself looking back. And, and like I didn't even know 

myself.  

01.47.33 And, and when, when one of the people in the press office said if I, if I had a gun and Tim 

Brown was standing in front of me right now, I’d put a bullet right through his head. And. 

When Rudy and company came to my defense there, it showed me that they were on my 

team, as well as I was on their team.  

01.48.07 And they show loyalty to me, and, and you know, told me that my resume blows away 

former fire commissioners’ resumes, that my resume was much better. And this is from the 

person that chose the fire commissioner.  

01.48.28 And, and that they would, that they would choose me, and that I did have the (?) experience 

to, to do that kind of a position. And, you know, now (?) the office of emergency 

management here in New York some of the folks there want me to come back. They’ve 

asked me if I’m interested. In, in being the number 2 guy there.  

01.48.57 And the, the person who I think is the next fire commissioner in New York has expressed 

interest in working with me. So, you know, maybe that’ll happen. If Rudy becomes the 

governor here in New York, I would certain work for him on a state level.  And, and.  It’s 

just really, I mean, I’m allowed to be a man, right? I’m 47.  So.   

01.49.32 And, and I think men are like that in general. I don’t know your opinion, but men tend to get 

their sea legs somewhere around 40.  Where they start to get comfortable, or more 

comfortable. I think women get that, get more comfortable younger, but. I think I took a little 

bit longer than I should have. And I think my brother was right (?) about on, around 40, 41. 

He figured it out.  

 

 JW:  I imagine that it would be around where I am now. 
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 (OFF CAMERA REMARKS)  

 

 TIM BROWN:  I didn't know, though, I, I didn't know. 

 

 (OFF CAMERA REMARKS)  

 

01.50.49 TIM BROWN:  As long as the health holds out, which it is, so far. Hopefully we can reap 

through (?) of some of that stuff, you know?  

 

 (OFF CAMERA REMARKS)  

 

01.50.58 END OF TAPE #  TB 111 

 

TAPE # TB 112 
Tim Brown 
JIM WHITAKER, Producer/director  
PROJECT REBIRTH 
 
 
02.00.38 PICTURE UP 

 
 (OFF CAMERA REMARKS)  

 
 JW:   Where did the confidence issue come from, do you think? 

 

02.01.56 TIM BROWN:  Oh, I, I definitely think it was connected to the campaign. I think it was left 

up to me to find my position in the campaign, where I fit in, hierarchy-wise. And in the 

beginning, I chose to keep myself very low in the hierarchy.  Because of my own lack of 

confidence.  

02.02.28 And the, the more controversial situations or challenging situations in was in between myself 

and other people in the campaign who didn't know me and didn't know my relationship with 

the boss, every time there would be disagreements, it always came down on my side.  
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02.02.58 And people always supported me. (CLEARS THROAT) There were two hierarchies within 

the campaign. There, there was the, the campaign kid of chain of command that was 

determined by professional campaign, allegedly professional campaign people. And then 

there was the, kind of the Rudy-ites. And there were less than a dozen of us, there was 

probably 8 or 10 of us, that kind of had our own hierarchy.  

02.03.29 That in the end it turned out was much more powerful than anything else. And, and it got, I 

think as the campaign went more and more and more down the path, and we did worse and 

worse, our stock rose and their stock depreciated. And in the end, when, when they asked me 

to travel with him and be near him as, as much as possible, it just showed me in the end who 

he really wanted around him.  

02.04.11 And, and who his inner circle really wanted around. I, I mean, they wanted me to do security, 

you know, personal security with him. They wanted me to be there in case something 

happened to him medically. And, and they wanted me to start doing the, the advance work 

for him, because they didn't trust, they didn't trust people in the end.  

02.04.35 And they trust, trusted me. Implicitly, including him personally. And I, I wish that I had been 

that close with him earlier in the campaign. I think it would have been more helpful to him to 

have someone around, like me personally, that didn't have so much of an agenda other than 

getting him elected president.  

02.05.10 A lot of the people who came in that had experience in national campaigns before, ooh. You 

know, they had personal agendas on, on trying to get somewhere on the back of Rudy.  Or 

whoever they could leech off of. 

02.05.29 And it really showed in the end, because when, when we closed the shop, they all just ran to 

another candidate. And (CLEARS THROAT) I had no interest in going with another 

candidate. I was there because of Rudy, you know?  So (CLEARS THROAT) in, in the end, 

the, the person that was closest to Rudy through all of this, and who still is to this day 

(~JW~) is his bodyguard.  

02.06.04 And I, I learned all this stuff. I, I didn’t know this before. Nobody knows as much about a 

principle as their number one body guard. 'Cos the number one is with them all the time. 

(~JW~).  And when he, he brought me close, and asked me to do things because he trusted 

me and because the boss trusted me, it, it really showed me that I had that all along.  
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02.06.38 I had that trust from him all along. And, and I didn't see it. And I wanted to I, I thought a lot 

about it and I said, well, I’ve always had, this has always been here. I just never saw it 

before. So now I try and be balanced about it, and, and I try to see it.  

02.07.02 A lot of people didn't get paid back. A lot of, I spent, I spent a lot of my own money on the 

campaign. On, on my travel and lodging and renting cars and food and stuff like that. And I 

kept all the receipts, and, and they repaid me 100%.  You know, they, they want me around, 

and in, in the end, Rudy asked my opinion on things, he asked me to do advance work.  

02.07.30 And, and now, if the campaigning were to happen again, I’d be a different person for him and 

for myself. But I am a different person for myself no matter what now. And, and. 

 

 JW:  Are there any other reasons? 

 

02.07.54 TIM BROWN:  Yeah. I, I’m sure. You know, I, I think that I was probably getting these legs 

somewhere around 40. I was starting to get it a little bit. But then September 11th happened, 

and I think it knocked me off a lot of my game, in many ways. This is probably one of them. 

I don’t know. I just, I just found it, I guess.  

02.08.27 The one thing I can really point to is the campaign. And the campaign with a good guy and a 

good leader and someone I admire. I’m, I’m very comfortable with it now. Very comfortable 

where I am.   

 

 JW:  You were pretty exhausted? 

 

02.09.02 TIM BROWN:  Oh, my god. Ragged. And, and he is 60, he was then 63 years old (~JW~). 

I’m, I was 46.  (CLEARS THROAT) Wow. John McCain was 73.  I, I do not know how they 

do it, I don’t know. It was unbelievable. Grueling. Not knowing what state you’re in, not 

knowing what town you’re in, not knowing what time of day it is.  

02.09.32 I don’t know how they do it. I mean, Obama you get, right? He’s a, he’s a younger guy. With 

a lot more energy. I don’t know, know how the older guys do it. They have some fire in them 

that drives them with this. But you know, and in that last month in Florida, killed me, too. I 

mean, it, we were not on the plane because they, for some reasons.  
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02.10.00 But they wanted us there, and when they took off, they wanted us there when he landed. So 

they flew and we drove 120 miles an hour in the car and tried to catch, catch them.  And we 

did well with it, you know, we, I had Chris, luckily, with me. And, and I would try and take 

naps while he drove. And you know, we, we did some, it was a great experience. Florida was 

a wonderful experience until the end.  

02.10.32 But I, I really enjoyed that kind of work, too. I enjoyed the, the security work with, with the 

boss. With, just with him personally, you know? I, I don’t really care to do it with someone 

else. But to watch his back, to tackle people that are going after him, and, and you know, be 

eyes and ears for, for the real cops, you know, and you know, to kind of put myself in the 

middle of things so that the cops didn’t have to.  

02.11.07 You know, it helps them if they can watch. I really enjoyed it. I had a conversation with John 

Uvane last week. And I told him, I said I’ll come do that any time with you. You need help 

with the boss, I’ll come. You know, I don’t need money, you don’t have to pay me, I’ll come 

do it.  And to help them out. I love them, I love John and I love Rudy.  

02.11.30 And you know, they got, he got in trouble a couple of weeks ago out in Long Island, and, and 

from a security perspective, things didn't go quite as smoothly as they could have. So I, I told 

John, you need me to be eyes and ears sometime, I’ll come do it. I, I have tremendous loyalty 

to them.  

 

 JW:  You also had to stand up and convince people about your experience? 

 

02.12.21 TIM BROWN:  (MID-STATEMENT) Some of those guys made me ashamed to say that I’m 

a fireman. Which is one of the hardest things for me to ever say, 'cos I am so proud of that. 

And I am so proud of anyone who says they’re a fireman. So to, to have them following me 

around, two different sets of people. The guys that don’t know me and weren’t New York 

City firemen and weren’t there on September 11th, for them to be wagging their finger at me 

like this and going like this, you’re on the take, you’re on the take. You’ll say anything for 

money.   

02.13.02 After what I’ve been through and, and the character that I know I have inside of me, murder 

was something that came to my mind, when they did that to me. I was so angry. And I had to 

swallow it.  I’m (?) there are words, bad words, that I want to use to describe them.  
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02.13.32 And even those words aren’t bad enough. But then, you had the family members who 

followed us to Florida and, and lied. Lied through their teeth, because they had a different 

agenda politically. And lied about their loved ones, and lied about the radios. Lied right to 

my face. He knew I was lying, he knew he was lying, and he knew I knew he was lying, and 

he did it right to my face.  

02.14.06 And.  How, how do you lie about the death of your heroic son? I don’t get it. I don’t get it. I, 

I know what happened, I know what happened. I’ve studied this, I’ve lived it. And for them 

to say things like that, and then, then for us not to punch back.  

02.14.39 Very, very difficult personally for me to swallow. It was hard enough for me to research the 

event of 9-11 and what really happened with the gold and what really happened with the 

radios and, and with the bodies, and with going from a rescue to a recovery operation.  

02.15.01 Very hard to read about your friends like that, and even harder for Rudy to make that 

decision. To go from a rescue to a recovery operation. Hard decision. But he’s a leader, and 

he had to make a, a very difficult choice. I, I am totally opposite some of these people. I, I 

admire him for that. Very difficult. He was going to funerals and wakes and crying and 

saying good-bye to his good friends, to, you know?  

02.15.34 Chief Fian and Chief Gancey, and you know, the whole gang, Terry. You know, one of the 

mayor’s best friends. Patty Brown, you know?  Father Mike. Another one of the mayor’s best 

friends. He lost a lot. And for him to make that decision to go from the rescue to the recovery 

effort, and, and to try to renew the spirit of the city.  

02.16.00 And, and they criticize him?  Monday morning quarterback?  I feel terrible for him, terrible.  

But the media loved it, the media ate it up, you know?  And, and the family members that 

chased him around loved being on television. (~JW~)  And in the newspapers. They loved to 

make a splash. And, and nobody can tell me that the (?) national union was not behind all 

that.  

02.16.31 They  paid for the expenses. Because it was a political agenda that the president of the IAFF 

agreed with. Not that the membership agreed with, but he doesn’t care about the 

membership. You know, they, they came to us at the, at the memorial service in Wooster and 

put, one of the (?) big union guys with the president, put his hand on Chris’ uniform and said 

nothing personal, brother, from here on out, it’s strictly business.  
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02.17.10 They knew what they were doing. A liberal democratic agenda, and they would stop at 

nothing to see it through. Even if, even if it means stepping on a brother.  

 

 JW:  You were personally down there in the front? 

 

02.17.32 TIM BROWN:  Getting beat up. (~JW~) Getting beat up bad. (~JW~) Yeah, on (?) line, on 

blogs, and, and you know, the, they went after the business, The Bravest. Making (?) money 

off the, the backs of our dead brothers. Me?   

02.18.02 They were my friends. They weren’t those guys’ friends, they were my friends. You know? 

 

 JW:  You seemed exhausted by all of it? 

 

02.18.19 TIM BROWN:  Shell-shocked? (LAUGHS) That, that’s how I felt, I felt shell-shocked. But, 

but you know, and, and yeah, I got beat up over it, but it was still nothing compared to the 

shell-shocked feeling I had in the 6 months after September 11th, right?  

02.18.37 So a little perspective, I think, there, but I, if, if I were to relive that again and they allowed 

me to, I would certainly debate these guys in the media. (~JW~) Not as much as I could have 

and should have.  

02.18.59 But I would debate, I, I know what happened. It’s, it’s written. I mean, there, it’s conclusive 

what happened with the radios. It’s a proved, it’s a proven fact. The problem is they’re 

protecting someone, someone that lost their brother. But you know what?  I am done 

protecting. I’m done.  I  (?) will tell the truth, and if someone gets hurt, I am sorry. You made 

a mistake, someone made a mistake, a chief made a mistake.  

02.19.35 And everybody’s trying to protect him. And I think lots of people have suffered because of 

that. Including me. (CLEARS THROAT) And the whole shell of protection around family 

members? Some of them don't deserve it.  

02.20.00 Some of them are just bad people. And I am willing to shout that out and point that out. You 

don’t get a free pass from me anymore because you’re a (?) family member. It’s over. And I 

mean, 98, 99 ½ % of them would still get that respect from me. And still do. But, but I also 

have a balance there, and, and you know, if someone has a personal agenda and they’re 

willing to lie about this, for that agenda, I, I’m more than willing to hammer them.  
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02.20.39 After what they did to me, after what they did to Rudy. After what I feel they did to the 

reputation of their loved ones. You know?  Radios didn't work. Because of the chief.  

02.21.00 Didn't turn the right switches on, and made a mistake. Thought it was on when it was off. 

Tested it, didn't work, all right, shut it off, we’re not using it. Made a mistake, his brother 

died. But it’s Rudy’s fault.  

02.21.30 Very, very frustrating. And I, I guess that, you know, the (?) people in the campaign closest 

to the boss, you know, saw me getting beat up a lot, and how hard it was for me and how I 

stuck in there with them and with him. And you know, I, I think they feel some loyalty to me, 

too, for that.  

02.21.59 And, and they know where my heart is. And I think we made some mistakes. I think we 

should have gone back at them right away. Early on. And we should have told the truth. We 

should have had the debate, should have put the truth out there, and, and fought it. But you 

know, other smarter people didn’t want to do it. In the end, we would have probably created 

a family versus family situation.  

02.22.32 And our people didn't want to do that. But I, I think there was no other way to tell the truth. 

You can’t just let one group of families lie and, and that’s becomes the truth, you can’t do it. 

You need someone that’s willing to tell the truth. Well, not that’s willing, 'cos we had the 

willing people. You, you need a campaign that’s willing to tell the truth, and explain it very 

clearly. But you know, with the way the media is, I don’t know if the media would even tell 

that story.  

02.23.01 You know, they, they don’t want to hear the, you know, the republican side of the story, 

which happens to be the truth on this one. You know?  It’s more convenient for them to tell 

the lie on the other side.  

 

 JW:  What happened after the campaign? 

 

02.23.23 TIM BROWN:  I think I slept for a few weeks. Just tried to get my, my act back together, 

you know? I, I guess a little bit lost in there.  

 

 JW:  Why do you think? 
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02.23.46 TIM BROWN:  Well, 'cos it was such a, a high, high intensity thing and then it was boom, 

over. And the stakes were so high, and, and we you know, in the beginning we really thought 

we were gonna win.  

02.24.00 We really thought we had a chance. And, and then all of a sudden it was over and gone. And, 

and (~JW~)  

 

 JW:  What was your feeling at the time? 

 

 TIM BROWN:  Oh, it’s hugely disappointed. But you know, (~JW~)  

 

 JW:  Do you know why, primarily? 

 

02.24.20 TIM BROWN:  Yeah. 'Cos I (?) thought that he should be the president of the United States. 

I really did. And I, I do. I mean, really that’s, that’s it. You know, I, I really thought we were 

doing it. I, I thought it was kind of meant to be. And, and we didn't just lose, we imploded 

(LAUGHS)  , you know? So badly that he may never be able to come back, you know? It’s, 

they don’t even count him in the top 25 possibilities, now, on the republican side. You know?  

02.25.02 So we might have just blown the whole thing. But for, for me, you know, I, I was so 

passionate about it, and you know, that was my future, to, to be in the White House with him. 

And, and then it just ends just like that, you know? And I remember holding people in my 

arms, they were crying, and that night.  

02.25.32 And you know, I don’t think I cried about it. I was really disappointed, but. And then I just, 

you know, kind of wandered around a little bit, I think. I didn't know what to do. We all split 

up and it hurt so bad, a lot of people, that I think we didn't talk. You know, a lot of us, we 

didn't talk to each other much.  

02.26.02 Lot of people in the campaign I haven’t talked to since. You know, and then I kind of moved 

on with my life. I, I think I became a flight attendant or something silly, you know?  Was that 

after, or was that before? I can’t even keep it straight. 

02.26.30 Good thing somebody’s paying attention to my life, Jim. Yeah, I (?) I mean, that was it. What 

did I do? I don’t even know. 
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 JW:  What about running for senate?  

 

02.26.49 TIM BROWN:   (MID-STATEMENT) they asked me to do it. It wasn't my idea.  Little 

suspicious of it.  

02.27.06 I think part of the plan was that if Rudy did run for governor, he wanted to have a friend in, 

in the senate, that he could trust.  That’s one story. The other story is that some of the 

vultures around him needed someone else to feed off of for a little while.  

02.27.34 Because when you, when you run a campaign, you get campaign donations. If you have, if 

you’re tied into the right people. And with those campaign donations you hire a staff to run 

your campaign. And there were a bunch of staffers that needed jobs.  

02.27.57 So you know, I, I wouldn’t mind, I guess, being a state senator, but you know, it’s not really 

what I’ve aspired to do. When, when we got going with things, there was some serious 

money involved.  Supporting me. And so I was all in, you know, let’s go.  

02.28.33 But the people that I hired on my campaign, or that became part of my campaign really 

wanted to control my every move, and I’m not that guy. You, you can’t tell me I’m not 

allowed to see my friends when I need to see my friends, you know?  

02.29.00 You can’t schedule my life. I schedule my life. And it got a bit confrontational, and finally 

there was a sit-down and I just laid it on the table. And I said I’m not doing what you tell me 

to do. Not doing it. If you have some recommendations, I’ll consider them.  

02.29.30 But I don’t, when you say hop, I don’t hop. I’m the candidate. When I tell you to hop, you 

can hop. But you don’t tell me. And, and it got into a control thing, and. We, we were 

basically told go to your corners. And in the end, Tim has to be happy.  

02.29.57 And so that, that was kind of, kind of the beginning of the end of the campaign. Of, of my 

campaign. And, and the money dried up. And I, I wound up with 25% of the vote.  On the 

democratic east side of Manhattan. Without much of a campaign, you know? So the numbers 

are reasonable. I, I’ve, I’m still debating in my head, I know they will ask me to run again, 

because I did well with the numbers.  

02.30.33 But and, and I might do it, I don't know. If, if The Bravest does well, I probably will not do 

it. If I had the right team, if Rudy was truly behind me and some other folks were truly, truly 

behind me, and, and his closest aids were behind me, I would do it – maybe.  
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02.30.58 But it would really have to be the right team and it would have to be serious, and they would 

have to be in it to win it. But I, I don’t, I suspect no. I suspect not. I’d be all alone up there. 

It’s a cesspool.  And.  No, I’d still like, if Rudy was gonna run for governor, I would still, I 

would still prefer to work hard for him and, and then take an appointment from him in, in 

Homeland Security or emergency management.  

02.31.37 And, and help him, you know?  I’d much prefer that. Much prefer that. So.  Good experience, 

I guess. Met some nice people. Met Molly, I love Molly. You know, we, we got close.  

02.31.59 Good friend. But other than that, you know, we’ll see. Some of my guys are in the 

Bloomberg campaign now, and that’s a, that’s a lock, (LAUGHS) you know? So we’ll see. I 

have a lot of different feelers out. And the one I hope goes the most is The Bravest, because 

then we control our destiny.  

02.32.34 You know?  I, I don’t mind, I won’t mind like running on a beach every day in Miami. I 

don’t mind that at all. Spending time with my friends, and, and you know, working on The 

Bravest and making it bigger and better and better and better. So. That’s the plan.  

 

02.33.03 END OF TAPE #  TB 112 

 

TAPE # TB 113 
Tim Brown 
JIM WHITAKER, Producer/director  
PROJECT REBIRTH 
 
 
03.00.47 PICTURE UP 

 

 (OFF CAMERA REMARKS)  

 

 JW:  Having gone through so much effort in various places, was there a point where you 

considered letting go? 
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03.02.26 TIM BROWN:  My, my own self to flourish, yeah.  I guess, when you look up to someone 

the way I looked up to Terry and Patrick, it’s hard for you to see that you have become them 

in some ways.   

 

 JW:  How do you mean? 

 

03.03.01 TIM BROWN:  Well, if (CLEARS THROAT) it’s all about perspective, it’s all about how 

you see it. And I think that we human beings are always looking everybody else and 

everything else and saying wow, wow, wow, wow, wow. I want to be like that, I want to be 

like that, I want to be like that, I want to be like that.  

03.03.27 We don’t say I, I am that.  I, I am that. I am that person. Because there are people that are 

looking at me that way (CLEARS THROAT). You know, if, if I look at some of the younger 

firemen or some people that I, that follow us on the website or whatever, they, they look at us 

- like Chris and I - it’s like wow, you guys are The Bravest?  

03.04.11 Wow. It’s the same way I looked at Terry and Patrick, and it’s the same way I look at, you 

know, the mayor and, you know, great, great men.  But, but I’m that way too, you know?   

03.04.32 In, in my own way. But.  I want (?) to be the, the great man that people look to. You know, 

younger people, and even older people and people our age, you know?  Why can’t I be that 

person?  Because you know, you (?) look at Terry and Patrick and company. But not, not all 

people are those great people. And, and I’ve learned that. You know, you, you look at other 

folks who you really looked up to, who were in great positions.  

03.05.15 Of, of strength and of power and people who could affect change and save lives. And, and 

they’re like wow, you know, what, what, you’re (?) the fire chief or you’re the fire 

commissioner or of New York?  

03.05.34 Wow. But you know what, maybe that person wasn’t really the greatest person. You know?  

Maybe I could have done that job a little bit better, I think. You know? You know, I always 

thought that Terry Hatton was gonna be the fire commissioner of New York for like 80 years. 

I, I thought that was his destiny.  

03.06.01 And you know, that, that got taken away from us, but then, you know, there are other people 

that could do a great job there, and I’m one of them. I think. You know?  And, and when, 
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when the mayor’s top aids say, you know, too bad I didn't see your resume back then, I 

would have made you the fire commissioner.  

03.06.32 Wow. I could do that. And, and. I think I’ve come into my own a bit. I’m not in the shadow 

of  anyone right now. I’m making my own way and, you know, Chris and I have fought this 

battle with the city. And we have prevailed. With The Bravest.  

03.07.00 And you know, we’re gonna turn it into something viable, something that’s gonna mean 

something, it’s gonna make a difference. It’s gonna help the fire department. It’s gonna help 

the world in general see, continue to see the fire department of New York as it should be 

seen, in a positive light. And the great things that firemen do every day here. Why can’t we 

do that? Why can’t we make this successful?  

03.07.31 You know, Dennis Smith, he was a fireman in the South Bronx in the ‘70s, and he decided to 

write a book called Report From Engine Company 82, because he was a writer. The book 

was wildly popular. He turned it into a magazine, which is now the leading fire (?) man trade 

magazine in the world. He’s a fireman when he did it, you know? And good for him.  

03.08.00 Talented guy. But you know what? We’re doing that now. We’re creating something like 

that, big. Much, much bigger, I think, in some ways. And what Chris and I have learned, and 

he tries to hammer this into my head, too, is we can do better than a lot of these people. We 

can do a lot better. We’re smart guys, you know? And our hearts are in it, and we know a lot 

of people, and if anybody could do it, it’s us.  

03.08.34 If anybody can make this work, it’s us. And he’s right. And we’re going to. You know?  We, 

we’re gonna have, we’re gonna have our nice condo on the beach in Miami and you know, 

we’re gonna continue building this thing up.  

03.09.04 No, I mean.  I, I’ve had a lot of experience in my life. Sadly. But I have. And I, you know, 

even before September 11th, I’ve worked in some of the busiest places in the world. And so 

has Chris. You know, they, they it’s unbelievable how many fires they’re going to. Chris has 

a lot of experience.  

03.09.31 And now, as, as my friend Paul Hashagan calls us, he calls us FOGS. The Fuckin’ Old Guys. 

And that’s what we are now. But we can use that, we can effect change. We can do good 

things with that knowledge and experience and, and we can be happy, too, you know?   
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03.09.59 We can, you know, go for that boat ride and be relaxed and kicked back and go for a run on 

the beach. Why not? I think we earned it. You know?  I’m, I’m happy to work at, hard at my 

pace, at, at my business right now. Very content.  

03.10.30 Right there. And, and see it through. You know, if it doesn’t work, if it doesn’t go the way 

we think it’s going to, then I’m gonna be a little lost again, I think. But I don’t think that’s 

gonna happen. I think we’re gonna do well with it.  And. Be successful, you know? I want to 

be able to go to Florida and spend time with Tanya and her family and, and want to be able to 

take Terry to Disneyworld or whatever.  

03.11.11 I want to go see Michael Inch’s family. I still you know, it’s time now to go see the kids, 'cos 

they’ve grown quite a bit. And go see the kids and tell them about their dad and his last 

moments, you know?  I just finished reading Lone Survivor, about US Navy SEALS in 

Afghanistan, largest loss of life for the Navy SEALS ever. And, and the heroism of that day 

on Murphy’s Ridge. 

03.11.46 And, and what they did afterwards, I admire them so much, Marcus Latrelle and the guys of 

SEAL Team 10 that survived, and how they took a few months and flew and drove around 

the country to see the families of every one of those SEALS that died that day.  

03.12.13 And spend not just go say hello, they spent time with them and talked with them, you know? 

I admire that a lot. I’d love to do that. I’d love to tell the story of September 11th in a 

historical book.  

03.12.31 You know, I’d love to be a part of the museum and, and how all that comes together, and, 

and go, go tell the story, you know? I went recently out to my nephew, Todd’s company. 

REACH is a helicopter ambulance company, out in northern California. And they asked me 

to come out to be the keynote speaker for their conference.  

03.13.03 And they were, I don’t know, about 2-300 people there, and, and you know, I spoke about 

surviving the, this, my, my personal survival of this. And, and the actual recovery and my 

own personal rebirth and how there, there is a light at the end of the tunnel.  

03.13.29 As hard as it seems sometimes, when you lose your partner or, you know, you weren’t able to 

save someone and how that PTSD affects you. And even some of the worst scenarios, as hard 

as it was for me, how I can find happiness again, and purpose in life and love and laugh. 

And, and watch the other families and be happy and watching Beth raise Terry and be happy 

in watching Tanya giggle with her little girls.  
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03.14.05 And you know, I, I wouldn’t, I wouldn’t change it. I wouldn’t change my life. I’m happy I’m 

here, you know? I don’t know why. I mean, I guess I’m living why, the why of it. But. 

 

 JW:  What do you think that is? 

 

03.14.28 TIM BROWN:  The why of it? Why I’m here? (~JW~) I don’t know. I guess what I’m doing 

every day. You know? Maybe I’m supposed to love. Maybe I’m supposed to be there for 

Beth and Terry and be there for Tanya and, and all the others, you know? And maybe I’m, 

maybe the bigger thing is to help the fire department in general. To share my experience and, 

and to tell people it’s ok.  

03.15.00 You’ll be ok.  That I’m living proof of that, as Tanya is. You know, we can love again. 

Maybe this project is a big part of that.  

 

 JW:  Where do you feel you are with survivor’s guilt in relationship to Terry? 

 

03.15.48 TIM BROWN:  I don’t know that I have survivor’s guilt. I know that I miss him every day, 

still.  

03.16.11 I wish he was here to see me, you know, to be proud of me and that we could do this 

together. This stuff. I, I went and saw, went and saw Terry on her birthday, did something 

different this year.  

03.16.40 They, they didn't have a party at the house in Long Island. They rented a stretch Escalade and 

put like 12 little girls in the car, and their moms and all the women came into the city to go to 

American Girl.  

03.17.03 And they had a luncheon and they got their hair done, and the whole thing. And so you 

know, it wasn’t really for me to be a part of, it was for all the girls. It was a great thing. And, 

and she had a great time. But I showed up just for a minute, and I brought her a big bouquet 

of flowers and gave her the flowers in front of all her girlfriends.  

03.17.28 And, and when she saw me walk in her room, she shrieked and ran over and gave me a big 

hug and took the flowers and. Beth told me that on Terry’s wall, she has, she cut out heads 

like out of magazines of Zach Efron and Miley Sirus and you know, all the heroes of those 

little kids, and, and that my head was cut out and put right in between them on her wall.  
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03.18.01 And so I’m right up there with Zach and Miley. So I’m good with her, man. I know she loves 

me.  Yeah, you know, I (?) mean, I don’t know. It’s just. I’m, I’m doing my best to do the 

best I can for Terry’s loved ones and for Patty’s loved ones.  

03.18.30 And, you know?  I see Patty’s brother and Mike and his wife. And, and Janet, you know, and. 

Trying to help take care of Keith McLaughlin, our cop friend who drove Beth after Terry 

died. And he’s got some very, very bad cancer. He’s in trouble. And he has two little ones, 

and, you know?  

03.19.02 He’s part of our group. And he’s, he’s been beating it now for a little while, for a couple of 

years, but he’s in, he’s in serious trouble. So trying to spend time with them.  

 

 JW:  Is it possible after your good deeds, you realized it’s time to do something for you? 

 

03.19.38 TIM BROWN:  Oh, yeah. Yeah, finally. I mean, that’s what The Bravest is. You know, 

that’s, that’s (?) although it’s for also, also to support the foundation and all, it’s, it’s our 

thing. Chris and I. And.  

03.19.59 It is the chance I have to help him the way he’s helped me - to give back to him.  And, and to 

help myself, too, in the process. But I don’t feel like I need much. I mean, it’s nice to have 

stuff, but. It would be really, really nice to just be able to breathe with my brother.  

03.20.28 Financially, just to breathe, finally. And, you know, if we want to spend some time here and 

there, that we don’t have to worry too much about it. We can go do it, you know?  I guess I 

am feeling a bit, a bit more selfish. It’s a bit more about me now.  

03.20.59 And, and the things that I think are important.  

 

 JW:  What about when you’re working for others? 

 

 (OFF CAMERA REMARKS)  

 

 JW:  Was there a moment in the beginning that happened with the radio, Terry and Patrick? 

 

03.21.56 TIM BROWN:  Well, you know? (LAUGHS) I mean, I, I don’t know how to judge that. I 

don’t know.  My job, my job was my job, you know?  And, and.  
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03.22.28 If I, if I hadn’t been running for my life, I, I guess maybe I would have thought to pull the 

other radio out of my pocket.  And if I had done that, I would probably be dead. You know? 

 

 JW:  Cutting to the quick, you’ve been working for other people, and there seems to be a 

shift towards doing more for yourself? 

 

03.23.12 TIM BROWN:  (MID-STATEMENT) I don’t, I don’t know if I can pinpoint it. I, I. Well, 

you know, I guess (?) maybe I can pinpoint it. When, when I was stuck up in New 

Hampshire. And, and little, I was a little misled in going up there as to what I’d be doing. 

And, but I’m a team player. You know, I go. You want me to go? I’m single. I don’t have 

family. You need help up there, I’ll go help.  

03.23.39 And it was miserable. Miserable up there, because there was no leadership. And, and then, 

you know, I got involved with some of the wrong people in the campaign and who were 

trying to get me under a thumb. And, you know, Johnny, Johnny Uvane saw it.  

03.24.02 And he went like this, you’re with me now. I don’t care what anybody else says, you’re with 

me. You work for me. We’re changing your job title. Because he saw me lost up there. He’s 

like,  you’re not doing this to Timmy. Nobody’s doing this to Timmy. And, and in the end, 

John was the boss of everybody. I didn't know it. Whatever John said went.  

03.24.29 'Cos he was Rudy’s guy. And, and John took me out of it. And it really made me see for 

myself my value. To them.  My value to the boss. My value to John and those guys, you 

know? And, and it turns out, funny, right?  

03.24.59 It turns out in the end that the, the cops, the detectives that protected Rudy (?) became and 

were my best friend over the whole campaign. They were my best friends. And it was real 

and it was true and they loved me. And, and we understood each other. Because they are the 

ones that really get Rudy, more than anybody else. And they saw that I got him like that, too, 

I think. And (?) in turn, they got me.  

03.25.32 They understood me like that, too. And it’s where I belonged and, and once I, I think once I 

got there, it allowed me to do what I was good at. And, and allowed me to breathe. And 

started me, to allow me to get my legs back under me. And you know, I never thought of it 

that way before. But if I have to pick a moment, that would be, that would be it.  
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03.25.58 And. And, and then I just kept getting closer and closer to that group. And (?) I felt like I had 

a place, like I belonged there, I was doing good work. And, and I was real part of the, the 

crew, you know?  And.  I also had a triumph with someone else in the campaign that was 

trying to keep me down.  

03.26.31 Someone that was very close to the mayor. And, and in the end I won and he lost. And they, 

they stuck by me, so. I showed tremendous loyalty to them, and they showed it back to me. 

So.  

03.26.59 I, I guess I feel I’m about maybe where Terry would be, now. Maybe, maybe not quite so 

close to the group. But I’m a lot closer than I was. I, I’d love to carry that torch one day. In, 

in their honor, I would love to do that.   

03.27.31 And you know, the, the situation is, is not there right now, but and it may not be. I gave up 

trying to figure it out.  

 

 JW:  (?)  

 

03.27.41 TIM BROWN:  Fine. You know? And my life goes on. It is what it is. And, and you know, 

as long as I’m ok, I, I can deal with it. But if (CLEARS THROAT) if I’m not Ok, if I’m not 

stable, and I’m talking mostly financially, I think.  

03.28.03 Then it’ll be much harder for me. But. I see this thing with The Bravest working well, and 

I’m, I’m good, man. I’m (?) gonna be with my family and friends, and love and be loved. 

And live my life. Try and do good things. Ready for a break now, you know?   

03.28.37 Ready to just, we, we’ve been working hard on this stuff. So we could use, I (?) it would be 

nice to see the bank account start to grow instead of always in the minus. You know? Owing 

people bills, trying to figure out who to pay first.  

03.28.57 It’d be nice to see some money in there, for all of us. I didn't try and get out on disability out 

of the fire department. I didn't take money, I didn't do anything. You know, I, I just retired 

normally. I didn't look for anything from anybody. But it would be nice to earn it now. I 

don’t like living - I mean, I’m very lucky, but it’d be nice to have a little money to play with, 

to work with. (PAUSE)   

03.29.47 I feel tired again. But this time I’m doing it for me. I think it’s easier to take, maybe? I have 

only myself to blame if it doesn’t work.  
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03.30.06 And take the credit if it does. You know? For us. But it really looks like it’s gonna work, so.  

 

 JW:  What about the speech in California and the light? 

 

 (OFF CAMERA REMARKS)  

 

03.30.37 TIM BROWN:   (MID-STATEMENT) that light is personal. It (~JW~) it is very personal. 

It’s, it’s, you know, I think it’s all a part of that being comfortable in your own skin thing, for 

me. And, and I haven’t been. You know, I’ve, I’ve always been a little lost. And I’ve always 

(?) needed to look to others to, for me to justify myself.  

03.31.07 They had to say I was Ok.  They had to like me, they had to love me. And I think we human 

beings are a lot like that. And you know what? Now, I’m good. You know? My family loves 

me and I, I love me. I know what I’ve been through. I, I’m, I have nothing really to prove, 

about me personally, to anyone.  

03.31.34 Anymore. I think a lot of people never get to that point in their life. They’re always trying to 

prove something. And I’m good.  I’m good. You know?  I do things 'cos I want to do them. I 

help people 'cos I want to help. I help the people that I want to help.   

03.31.59 And I, I’ve gained that confidence that I didn’t have before. I, I think my, maybe my career 

grew a little quicker than I did.  

 

 JW:  Where’d that come from?  Your assessment is not untrue, you seem very happy? 

 

03.32.22 TIM BROWN:  Yeah. I’m, I’m (CLEARS THROAT) I’m pretty good. I don’t think I’m 

happy yet. I mean, I’m happy, you know? But not where I want to be yet. And I (?)  

 

 JW:  What would that be? 

 

03.32.40 TIM BROWN:  For this to work.  For The Bravest to work. For the iPhone to work. I, I am 

not, personally - looking at myself - I don’t see myself as successful, I won’t see myself as 

successful until this works. 
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 JW:  Really? 

 

03.33.05 TIM BROWN:  Yeah. Got to do it. It’s got to work. Got to work. I have something to prove 

here. 

 

 JW:  What is that? 

 

03.33.12 TIM BROWN:  I have to prove that we can do it our way. 

 

 JW:  Who’s we? 

 

03.33.15 TIM BROWN:  Me and Chris. (~JW~). Yeah. It’s always me and Chris. It’s, that’s. I, I 

wouldn’t (?) do without him, you know?  Nor he with me, without me. I don’t think. I mean, 

that’s the point of the whole thing is to do it together.  

03.33.33 That’s why it started, and so it just has to. It just has to. We’re onto something very big. And, 

and you know, we want to buy that big house right next to my brother, Mikey’s, house. You 

know?  He did his way, we’re doing it our way. And we want to meet in the middle.  

03.34.00 And, and we’re very close, the three of us. Chia and I are, you know, closer, closer in age. 

You know, we grew up together more than with Mike. But as adults, we’re very close. And, 

you know?  Love to be able to take care of my sister, you know? 

 

 JW:  Where’s Terry in all this? 

 

03.34.28 TIM BROWN:  You know that guy I knocked off my shoulder? He’s standing there. You 

mean little Terry or big Terry? (~JW~) Yeah, big Terry’s in my heart. Wish he was here to 

see it. He’d be proud of me, you know?  He was always here, you know, in New York, in the 

fire department, he was always my biggest champion.  

03.34.59 You know, he, he took me to (?) Oklahoma City. He wouldn’t (?) I wouldn’t have gone, I 

would not have been able to go if he didn't say Timmy’s coming with us. To Chief Downey, 

and you know, all those things we did that, that Terry, Terry would never do it without me. 
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He always did it with me. He always had me under his wing. He was always proud of me. He 

believed in me. And so here you go.  

03.35.37 And I know he’s proud of me from where he is and all, and he’s watching me. But. I just 

wish he was here doing it. With us. But his cackle is in my brain, you know?  I, I think I have 

now, some of what he had back then as a younger guy.  

03.36.07 He found himself young, Terry, he had that confidence in himself. And, and he taught me a 

lot. And he, he didn't put up with people’s bullshit. He called them on it, he didn't care. I’m 

right, you're wrong. Outstanding or unacceptable. And he didn't mind telling you.  

03.36.33 And so I, I think I have some of that now. Finally. Ten years later than he had it. But I found 

it. And, you know, it’s like no, that’s not how we’re gonna do it. And we’re gonna do this. 

We’re gonna do the right thing. And. You know, maybe one day I’ll be able to do stuff like 

that in the fire department.  

03.37.04 In his honor. You know?  I, I have all the photographs and paintings and stuff of Terry and 

all the 343 guys, and all that stuff from September 11th, you know, I don't have a place to 

hang. I’d like to have a place to hang it. I’d like to have my office where I could hang all that 

stuff.  

03.37.30 And, and they’d be watching over me, you know?  I’d love for a young lady named Terry 

Hatton to be able to come visit me in the fire commissioner’s office one day. Or somewhere 

like that. You know? We, we always wanted her to be able to run through the White House at 

will and go see Uncle Rudy whenever she wanted.  

03.38.06 Maybe she’ll do that with me. I’d be honored. I miss my friend. (PAUSE)  

03.38.31 Miss a lot of them. (PAUSE)  Time goes on, right?  Sometimes I feel like I’m 90 years old.   

03.39.01 Feel like I’ve lived the life of a 90-year old already. So. Ready to breathe. Need to go for 

those walks on the beach.  

 

 JW:  What are you thinking about? 

 

03.39.34 TIM BROWN:  Yeah. Just that. I mean, just it, just be nice to breathe. And I guess, you 

know, I guess I do it to myself.  But you know, I have (~JW~)  

 

 JW:  Do what to yourself? 
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03.39.49 TIM BROWN:  Make myself crazy, too much (~JW~) or try too hard. Try and do too much 

stuff. I don’t know. Always go, go, go. We don’t have two seconds.  

03.40.02 Two seconds to do anything. And you know, we, that’s true for Chris, myself and Michelle. 

You know, we, we’ve been working so hard at this stuff. So hard. Morning, noon and night, 

weekends, it doesn’t matter. If we travel, we’re doing it wherever we are. And it’s a lot of 

hard work. And, you know, they both have full time jobs, besides this.  

03.40.34 So I try and take more of it on. Trying to build it and build it and build it. Build our numbers. 

And it’s working. But whew. Sure would be nice to reap some of the rewards of that now. 

And maybe hire some people to do the work.  

03.41.05 Hard building your own business from nothing. I mean, I admire people that do. And what, 

we are living that life. But it’s a lot.   

 

 JW:  What is driving it? 

 

03.41.26 TIM BROWN:  Well.  I, I think, I think there’s a couple of things. I think it’s the love that 

Chris and I have. He’s always wanted this, he’s always wanted the commitment from both of 

us. To do it. And you know, he, he just held this thing together though my hard time there. 

But now, you know, I decided, I guess, you know, whatever it is, a year ago, that I’m all in. 

And let’s go.  

03.41.58 And, and we brought it to a much different place.  

 

 JW:  What about September 11th? 

 

03.42.10 TIM BROWN:  Yeah. You know, it, the dream is that we can give back.  That, there are two 

things driving it. I mean, we want to finally make it a successful business for us. But very 

badly we want to be able to support the foundation and, and do it our way.  

03.42.38 You know? From a private side. Kind of be benefactors. And like I said before, to tell the 

story of the history of September 11th, and you know, to have the freedom to do those things 

that we find important. That, that nobody else is doing.  
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03.43.05 You know, to, to, we get letters and emails from retired guys all the time that are so hurt. 

And, and moved away. But are so happy to be getting the newsletter and to be able to stay in 

touch. And you know, I think we’re at the point now where a lot of guys are starting to miss 

it. It keeps me in touch.  

03.43.31 Very in touch, with the job. I mean, it’s the best I can do. I retired. You know?  I can’t get 

back. I mean, I can’t get back as a fireman. I might be able to get back one day politically, 

which I would love. But this keeps me in it.  

03.43.59 Keeps me talking to everybody and, and trying to help from where I am. You know, we’ll see 

what’s coming with the museum and the memorial and stuff, and maybe we’ll be able to help 

out a bit with that, if we have some money. We just helped Sam Altese’s family and built 

him a memorial upstate. (?) did a benefit concert for them and we helped them push that.  

03.44.40 So. you know? We got some blood for a guy, and you know, we help where we can. There’s 

(?) a lot of people who need help out there. So we help them.  

03.44.59 I mean, in a way better than anybody else has, really. I mean, I, I love the fire department. I 

love The Bravest. I love what (?) we’ve done together, Chris and I. It has the potential to 

make us wealthy.  

03.45.29 And then you know, if it, if the business model works, we’re gonna apply it probably to the 

police department, and let Keith run it. And set up his family financially.  So that when he 

goes much too young, his kids will be ok, you know?   

03.45.59 So that’s (?) that’s a Thursday meeting with him. To make that proposal, so.  Be (?) nice to 

just get on a plane and go see Tanya whenever I want, you know?  (STOPS)  

 

03.46.22 END OF TAPE #  TB 113 
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 (OFF CAMERA REMARKS)  

 

 JW:  Are you still running? 

 

 TIM BROWN:  Running physically? 

 

 JW:  The other one? 

 

04.01.02 TIM BROWN:  Oh, that running? Oh, I suppose. You know, I think we all run from one 

thing or another.  I, I was just thinking of that poem I think it is, and miles to go before I 

sleep.  So that would say yeah, I’m running.   

04.01.33 I, I guess I feel that if we can make this work, that well, a few things are gonna happen here 

in the next few years. Hopefully we’re gonna make this work. And then Chris is retiring. So 

we will have some more freedom to be together and to do things wherever, whenever we 

want.  

04.02.01 So I, I think that I’m kind of looking forward to that. Quite a lot. And I kind of feel that 

maybe we’ll be able to breathe together then.  And yeah. So I think that’s the biggest thing. 

And Brother Conway, you know, we’ll also probably we want to kind of do this together.  

04.02.39 So I don’t know. I, I think in a couple of years, you know, maybe we’ll be able to breathe a 

bit.  But maybe in a couple of years I’ll still be running. But I, I  think like we said before, I 

think I’m running more from myself now than I ever have.   

04.02.59 Which I think is healthy. I need to, somebody’s got to take care of me. Am I running from 

September 11th?  I’m looking forward to the (?) museum and the memorial and being there, 

you know, for the girls when they need me to be.  

04.03.38 And them knowing that they can all come visit me any time they want, wherever I am. You 

know, Uncle Tim’s always there, and.  Yeah, there’s (?) plenty that needs to be done out 

there. I, I would just like to help for the rest of my life. 

04.04.03 I’d like to help the fire department. I’d like to help the military and those soldiers in, in 

places that we think are valuable, with the Wounded Warriors and things like that. You 

know? I’d like to travel around and, and tell of my experience of recovery. If it helps others. 

And when I spoke in California, I, I think it touched a lot of people.  
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04.04.32 They, they kept me afterwards for about two hours talking when I was done. So I, I think I 

can be helpful. So I would like to do that. 

 

 JW:  We’ve talked a lot over the years about the guilt associated with the day, do you recall? 

 

04.05.07 TIM BROWN:  No (?) I mean, what am I gonna do, though, Jim? You know, it’s. 

 

 JW:  That’s what I’m curious about. Have you forgiven yourself for something you had no 

control over? 

 

04.05.50 TIM BROWN:  I guess it has made me tired, thinking about it. And I’m, I am just done with 

it. I can’t live, I can’t live there, I can’t live in that place. I want to live in this place. 

(PAUSE)   

04.06.43 I’m, I’m I guess I’m pretty happy to be alive, really alive. And, and to be able to laugh and 

love and all that. And I think that’s what they would want, all of them, you know? Father 

Mike. Terry and Patrick and you know, Chief Ian telling me, you know, be careful, Timmy, 

last time I saw him.  

04.07.16 He would want that. He would want me to maybe lead the fire department one day. In his 

honor. And all of their honor, you know?   

04.07.40 If, if I had done anything differently, I’d be dead. And (?) I do believe that if God wanted me, 

he would have taken me then. I mean, there was certainly opportunity. And he didn't want 

me.  

04.08.01 I would have died doing my job or I would have lived doing my job, and I lived doing my 

job. And if, if I had heard Terry well, first of all, I couldn’t have, 'cos the radios wouldn’t 

have reached that far. But if I had heard him, and ran toward him, I mean, that’s exactly what 

happened to Patrick.  

04.08.34 Patrick heard him on the radio and Patrick went up, 'cos he knew Terry was trapped. And 

Patrick and Jerry Duan and the guys from 3 Truck, you know, died running up the stairs to 

get Rescue 1.  You know, what, what was I gonna do, you know?   

04.08.57 They were on the 83rd floor. What would the point of that had been?  (PAUSE)  So I try and 

do the best I can in their honor. I try and be honest, try and tell the truth about what they did.  
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04.09.31 And what heroes they are. Make historical projects, documentaries, books, whatever, to tell 

the truth. Leave a legacy with The Bravest. You know? A vehicle through which a lot of 

things can be done. A lot of good things.  

04.10.05 And maybe I’ll do what Teddy Scott did and I’ll just grow my beard down to here and 

disappear, you know?  And just go walk on the beach 'til I die. Or I could do what Chia 

wants to do is find a, an island somewhere and build a little tiki hut and sell bikinis to the 

girls.  

04.10.31 That’s what he wants to do. I don’t know. Not exactly as planned. God had different agenda.  

04.11.06 But you know what, he still loves me, and he allows me to still love, so I’m lucky with that.  

 

 JW:  You think about Terry and Patrick? 

 

04.11.23 TIM BROWN:  Yeah. You know, I, I think I cry less.  When I roller blade, I see Patrick 

every day because you know, I go by his little street sign, say hello to him when I go by. 

Terry’s always in my head. His voice is always there.  

04.11.55 You know, when I have to make a judgment call or something, his voice is always there with 

me. Went and walked around his neighborhood, looking for Polish kielbasa last week. And 

you know, it was hard. I walked right around the, little Poland there on the lower East side, 

by Viscalca, where we used to eat breakfast. And, and I don’t see Beth as much.  

04.12.31 I don’t see Terry as much. Little Terry. Maybe that’s better, I don’t know.  

 

 JW:  Could that be part of the process? 

 

 TIM BROWN:  Yeah.  

 

 JW:  How does that feel? 

 

04.12.43 TIM BROWN:  I miss them. Yeah, I miss them. Them especially, and I miss Tanya, too. You 

know, I, I think they were, the two I was closest with, you know, in the immediate aftermath, 

and, and afterwards.  
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04.13.02 And, and so I think I miss them both right now. Beth and I make it a point to have dinner 

every six weeks, I guess. Tanya and I try, but it’s hard, you know?  She’s got so much going 

on. But when we do talk it’s, it’s very genuine and loving.  

04.13.32 Big love, not, not just from, from me and from them. But you know, I’d like to see Tanya’s 

girls once in a while. You know?  Watch them grow up. (?) And you know, nothing against 

Michelle, but she doesn’t know this world, you know?   

04.14.02 She tries. But she doesn’t know it. And really I, I guess that very few people know my world. 

My really know me, you know, you and Chris the most. And Brother Mike and, and Tanya 

too, to an extent, you know?   

04.14.36 I, I guess I feel like it’s a little lost. What really happened to me is a little bit lost right now. I 

mean, who knows?  Who really knows what really happened to me right now, through all 

this? A few people.  

04.15.02 But and, and I’m just one. That’s (?) why I guess I feel driven to tell the stories. Of the 

person and, and those they left behind. You know, I don’t know. So much happened that day 

and, and it just, it gets, September 11th,  it gets a stamp.  

04.15.30 But it was so many individuals, you know? And it affected so many people. And just in my 

world in, in the FDNY world, you know, 343 firemen. But then you have all the firemen that 

survived the collapses. And then you have the firemen who came in and worked on the pile. 

And then you have all their families, and it’s wow. It’s, it’s a huge. You know, I’m just 

trying to start telling the stories of the firemen that died first.  

04.16.01 It, you know, and you could go back to, to World War II and you know, if, if you watch The 

History Channel now, you know, you have finally because of the technology, we have these 

heroic soldier survivors that can tell their stories. And, and where, where is that with us? You 

know, why aren’t we doing that? I want to do it. I want to tell the stories, before we lose 

them. You know?   

04.16.34 I’m telling my story here a lot, but there’s, there’s more to it. Never forget.  (PAUSE)  I’m 

not ready to go off into the sunset yet. You know?   

04.17.11 I, I’d love to be the leader of these guys one day.  And lead them from here. You know?  

04.17.32 So, still some things to be done, maybe. If it happens, you know, I don know if it’ll happen, 

but.  
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 JW:  What’s the day to you now? 

 

 (OFF CAMERA REMARKS)  

 

 TIM BROWN:  Each day? 

 

 JW:  That day? 

 

04.17.54 TIM BROWN:  I don’t know. (PAUSE)  The (?) day that changed my life forever, for sure, 

you know? And in a way, it’s a day that ruined my life forever. And in a way, it’s a day that 

gave me some wonderful things.  

04.18.32 Some wonderful people. Certainly brought me closer to my family, you know, a lot closer. It 

aged me a lot. I think.  

04.19.06 I think it still is aging me now. It made me more interested in international politics.  

04.19.29 And how international politics affects us directly here, locally. And how important it is to 

understand the national, international politics. And how it’s, this, this being a fireman thing is 

not (?) a game.  

04.20.03 It’s, it’s deadly serious. I mean, besides the day in and day out  risks they take, it’s deadly 

serious now. And, you know, they, the enemy, is going to try to kill as many firemen as 

possible. As well as many cops. We have to be prepared, and you know, the fire department’s 

done a pretty good job of it, despite a mayor that doesn’t like the fire department very much.  

04.20.35 They’ve done some very good things, you know, that I am proud of them for. You know, the 

day produced Terry Hatton, for, for me, as my little friend, brought me closer to Beth and 

brought me closer to Tanya and.  

04.21.13 Gave me a resume that I prefer not to have. It’s given me strength, now, you know, years 

later it’s given me strength.  

04.21.38 You know, for me (?) to be able to stand up and say I was there and I did see it, and I did 

survive. And you know, you’re wrong. This is the truth. And I, I suspect that as, as time goes 

that I will get more and more comfortable in that role.  

 

 JW:  Is that a little bit of Terry? 
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04.22.07 TIM BROWN:  Yeah. I think. You know, I never thought I could be a Terry, as good as he 

is. But why couldn’t I be, you know?  I have to be. He’s not here, and Patty’s not here, and 

you know, all (?) our big, good guys, all the big guys that were carrying this torch, they are 

not here anymore, you know?  

04.22.33 So. I, I have to try. To do that. I want to. I want to. But I think I had some growing to do in 

between, and, and I’ve grown, now I’ve grown. But I, I feel that I need to be able to stand on 

my own two feet before I can start affecting that kind of change.  

04.23.03 And I’m hoping that that happens. As Chia says to me, give me a place to stand and I will 

move the Earth. And you know, that’s, and I feel like I’m finding my place to stand. And 

affect some change, I hope, you know?  

04.23.29 Don’t know how yet, but I hope that we can.  

 

 JW:  Have you been back to the site? 

 

04.23.44 TIM BROWN:  Well, you know, I was never really a go to the grave guy.  You know, Beth 

is that very much.  

04.24.02 Patrick’s family is not that at all. You know, we spread his ashes in Central Park. That’s 

where he is. I do feel that that is the exact spot where their souls left our Earth. So it does 

have more special meaning to me than almost anywhere else.  

04.24.30 When I roller blade, I roller blade by there, all the time. And it was, try and take a peak. And 

say hello to my friends. The (?) tribute center had the millionth visitor fundraiser slash 

celebration a few weeks ago, so Michelle and I went to that. My, my first time in the new 

building 7 World Trade Center. Which was interesting.  

04.25.04 And the elevator took us up to the unfinished top floor that had spectacular view of that area 

and of Ground Zero. (COUGHS) And you know, I showed Michelle around a bit, what was 

what. Where things used to be and where thing are now.  

04.25.37 And saw some of the folks, you know, that I knew some, met some new folks from the 

national museum, and, and Rudy and Judith were there, and he after he spoke he came right 

over to me and gave me a big hug. And said a very nice hello to me. And so that was a very 

good experience.  
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04.26.02 I don’t haven’t been to the tribute museum in awhile. I cover it in the news a lot, you know, 

the news pretty often is down there. Prince Harry was just there, and you know, covered 

some of that. And, you know?  I want to go back there when the memorial is done.  

04.26.29 I want to go see my friends and names, and sit by the reflecting absence pools, and just sit 

there. Be among my friends, I guess, as much as I can. I mean, I feel like I’m among them 

here, too. But there it’s a little special, so. I, I admire the, the people that are doing the 

docent, the docents?  

04.27.05 That are giving the tours. (~JW~) They wanted me to do it. And I haven’t been able to, so. 

They, it’s interesting, right? I can go talk to, in California, but I can’t go do the docent tour. 

Maybe that’s too close, you know? I don't know. All is well.  

04.27.31 All is well.  

 

 JW:  How have the past 7 years been? 

 

04.27.37 TIM BROWN:  Rollercoaster. Rollercoaster of emotions. Of moving, of not knowing where I 

am, knowing who I am. Trying to figure out who I am.  

04.28.01 You know, that identity of being a New York City fireman was kind of ripped from me. And 

it was really all I was about. I mean, that, that was the core of my being. And, and.  So. But I 

think I’m a lot more comfortable now in, in the position I’m in.  

04.28.27 I, I think that I’m still involved a lot. I think the, the fire department is very happy with what 

I’m doing. Privately. They know where my heart is. And so that, it’s a good place to be for 

me right now. It’s, it’s just right for me right now. And being able to work my way back in it, 

maybe one day would be great.  

04.29.00 But then kind of just being on my own is good, too, I think. So I’m Ok with that, you know? 

Chris and I plan, planned to are planning to get a nice Jeep Unlimited, what do they call it? 

Want a real nice Jeep with a hard top that comes off.  

04.29.29 And park it in our garage in our condo in South Beach, which (?) will be on the sand. And I 

said, well, then we’ll get a couple of Vespas so we can just zip around, you know, right 

locally there, on, on the strip. And he sternly wrote back to me, you can get a Vespa, I’m 

getting a Harley (LAUGHS).  So.  That would be nice. It would be nice. Be nice to have a 
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successful business where we didn't have to worry and we could just be brothers, and you 

know?  

04.30.06 That would be nice. Enjoy our time with our friends and with each other, and laugh. Like to 

laugh. So. (?) That’s all, folks. 

 

 JW:  Thank you. 

 

04.30.42 TIM BROWN:  Unbelievable. Thank you. Thank you for doing this. You had this vision 

October 26th, 2001. Wow. I just thought of writing that book, about what happened to the 

FDNY that day, about a year ago.  

04.31.09 So you had me by about 6 or 7 years, with your vision.  

 

 (OFF CAMERA REMARKS)  

 

04.31.47 TIM BROWN:  I never could have imagined in the beginning what this would turn into. For 

us. For (?) more than us, for the world.    

 

 (OFF CAMERA REMARKS)  

 

04.50.10 STILLS  

04.51.53 END OF TAPE #  TB 114 
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